SLOWING THE SWELLING SEAS AN IN DEPTH LOOK AT THE GEOTEXTILES INSTALLED IN THE GRAND ISLE,
LA HURRICANE REHABILITATION PROJECT
D. J. Trierweiler, P.E., Infrastructure Alternatives, Incorporated, Grand Rapids, MI, USA

ABSTRACT
Shortly after Hurricane Katrina wreaked havoc on the State of Louisiana’s Gulf Coast, Hurricanes Gustav and Ike
ravaged the area causing further devastation. The Town of Grand Isle, Louisiana, with roughly 1,600 permanent
residents, is a prime destination for the state’s fishing fanatics, but is also in the direct path of many of the hurricanes
that come ashore from the Gulf of Mexico. The USACE provided Grand Isle with the design of a much needed
levee to hold back the swelling seas during inclement weather, as well as funds to complete the installation. Weeks
Marine, Inc. secured the position of general contractor on the levee installation, and subcontracted to Infrastructure
Alternatives, Inc. for installation of 30,100 lineal feet of geotextile tubes used to create the levee core. An additional
1,500 feet of geotextile tubes increased the original contract amount and were installed to replace a portion of an
older, existing levee that was washed out by Hurricane Ida in November of 2009. The poly urea coated geotextile
tubes were designed to form the core of a levee that, along with a sand cover, would attain a minimum elevation to
hold back the swelling seas, while at the same time limit erosion of the beach as the seas receded. This report will
summarize the scope of the geotextile tube portion of the project, detail the challenges faced during the installation
of the geotextile tubes, and provide both a pictorial and narrative summary of the geotextile tube portion of the
project as it was constructed by Infrastructure Alternatives between May and December of 2009.
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INTRODUCTION
It was the latter part of 2008 when Infrastructure Alternatives, Incorporated (IAI) first started providing some
background information and preliminary opinions of cost on a project that was still early in the development stages
within the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). The project was to involve the utilization of
geotextile tubes as the core of a sand levee to be placed over six miles of beach along the Gulf Coast of Louisiana’s
southern shoreline. The project was also to involve the dredging of roughly 1.85 million cubic yards of sand from a
borrow pit that was approximately one mile due southeast off the easternmost coast of the project site to be used as
fill material for the beach rehabilitation.
By midwinter of 2009, the plans and specifications were made available to potential bidders. The design had been
completed by the St. Louis USACE in support of the New Orleans Hurricane Protection Office of the USACE. The
project details included 30,100 lineal feet of 30’ circumference poly urea coated geotextile tube with 42’ wide scour
apron and 7’ circumference anchor tubes intact; removal and disposal of existing debris; relocation of the existing
natural dune, and grading of beach site; rehabilitation of the beach with one million cubic yards of sand from the
borrow pit; salvaging and replanting of native flora; all to be completed within 240 days. The project bid on April 1,
and the award was made to Weeks Marine, Incorporated (WMI) on April 3. As the project was set to start up in
May, WMI invited IAI to interview with them on April 9, and by April 13, we were on board as part of the team.

Figure 1. Cross Section of Dune and Beach
It was no small task to arrange necessary geotextiles, equipment, submittals, and personnel to be on site by April 27,
and begin filling tubes by May 12. IAI worked closely with Ten Cate Geotube®, the selected material provider, to
meet the bold project milestones for initial delivery, and thereafter for closely coordinated, timely shipments of
additional tube inventory. While contractual details were worked out, and project deliverables were prepared and
submitted, work crews were prepped, trained, and mobilized to the site. As temporary site facilities were arranged,
clearing & grubbing and existing dune relocation activities commenced. The initial shipment of poly urea coated
Geotube containers and scour aprons was received on May 11, and by May 12, tube filling efforts commenced.

First Geotextile Tube Delivery

PROCEDURES
Clearing & Grubbing
The site preparation procedures involved a separate clearing & grubbing crew that stripped away the surface
vegetation using bull dozers. A separate crew consisting of bull dozers and excavators focused on excavating,
relocating, and screening the existing dune in preparation for using the material to fill the tubes.

Clearing and Grubbing
Sub Grading and Elevation
The geotextile tube plan called for a prepared, level sub grade, free from any pointed, sharp, or foreign debris. On
this prepared grade, the 42’ wide scour aprons (which were later reduced to 35’ wide) with contiguous 7’
circumference anchor tubes on both sides were placed. The 30’ circumference tubes were then placed on the scour
aprons and filled. A standard grade or elevation of at least 10.5’ above mean sea level was required by plan for the
main tubes, even at the joints between the tubes – no exceptions. This required that the sub-grade be prepared to an
elevation of 5.5’, thereby requiring at least a 5’ height on the finished Geotube system. This final grade also proved
to be a challenge, despite the use of flat end tubes, to achieve a constant elevation across a joint between two tubes.
The difficulty in achieving this was due to the specification mandate that the tubes be filled hydraulically. This
requires a lot of water and some solids to be pumped into the tube in slurry form, and as the water escapes the tube,
it carries the solids to the wall of the tube. Since the tubes were designed with an impermeable cover over the top
50% that prevented water from escaping the tube, it proved difficult to coax the water flow to carry the sand to the
end of the tube. Planned progress was slowed significantly in achieving this requirement, as crews were cautious to
avoid stressing the tube fabric to the point of failure. Early on in the project, in areas where crews were unable to
achieve this minimum elevation, saddle tubes, or joint supplements, were approved by the USACE for placement.
These tubes consisted of 10’ x 20’ tubes that straddled the joint of the main tubes in a perpendicular orientation, and
were subsequently coated with brush on poly urea in the field. A total of 11 saddle tubes were used on various joints
throughout the length of the project.

Grading

Anchor Tubes and Scour Apron

“Saddle” Tubes Installed to Ensure Elevations
Tube Filling
The geotextile filling process involved utilizing sand from the existing, relocated dune – or wherever we could find
it, mixing it with water drawn from the Gulf, and pumping the resulting slurry into both the anchor and main tubes.
The geotextile tubes retained the sand and released the water, thereby leaving a relatively solid tube filled with sand.
The sand and water was mixed in a mobile slurry tank that consisted of a 4” 20-HP and an 8” 75-HP abrasionresistant, submersible pump. The 8” pump was utilized to fill the main body of the tubes, while the 4” pump was
utilized to fill the scour apron anchor tubes and top off the main tubes. Water was supplied to the slurry tank with a
12” dry prime makeup water pump, and 12” HDPE intake pipe that reached well into the Gulf. 8” and 4” HDPE
header systems were arranged to plumb the tubes, with custom made pinch valves placed at feeder hoses to each fill
port. These tube filling operations were duplicated in two separate crews that leap-frogged each other at various
points along the beach, as the areas of the beach that were scheduled to be rehabilitated with sand from the gulf were
addressed first such that the tube filling crews could stay well ahead of the dredging crew.
Later, a third crew was added to focus exclusively on the filling of ‘saddle tubes’, the small filler tubes that were
utilized to meet planned grade at tube joints. This crew also filled tubes that breached the gaps that were left
between where the first crew ended and where the second crew started, as those gaps were left intentionally to allow
for beach access. The crew consisted of a separate 8” makeup water pump, a 4” submersible slurry pump, and a 4”
header system, and was only allowed to work in areas where the tubes had been completed, checked against planned
grade, approved, and accepted.
Only when the Geotube containers had been completed, allowed to settle, surveyed, and accepted by the USACE
over extensive lengths, did WMI initiate dredging procedures. They brought in the E. W. Ellefsen, a 30” hydraulic
cutter suction dredge that had a total of 10,000 hp delivered over three pumps.

Filler Tube Installed Connecting Two Separate Crews

CHALLENGES
Throughout the course of the project, several challenges came about, some expected, and others that were not
expected. This section will identify, detail, and explain the impact to the planned operations of some of the more
notable challenges.
Existing Utilities
The plans for the project identified several existing utilities, in the form of natural gas and oil pipelines, coming
from off shore in the Gulf, across the beach, and further onto the island. These pipelines, as identified on the plans,
ranged anywhere from 6” to 16”. Understanding that the locations identified were approximate, we were surprised
to learn that the depth of each was unknown, and in some cases the identified owner of the utility was not accurate.
This made the challenge of accurately identifying the location of the utility even more interesting. Blue prints dating
back to 1959 aided in location and in the end, 15 pipelines were located, with five different owners, crossing a
length of 6,800 feet. As it turned out, the pipelines were actually as large as 36”, and some weren’t identified on the
plans at all. Once we were able to locate the correct owner, they were extremely cooperative in helping identify
accurate location and depth. This was particularly beneficial as the liquidated damages for a damaged pipeline
ranged to as high as $10,000/hr.
Placement of the First Tube Around Existing “Clay Burrito”
The contract specifications called for the original clay burrito at the far west end of the project limits to be left
undisturbed, and the newly proposed tube to be installed in front of and then in line with the existing dune. (The
‘clay burrito’ refers to the original geotextile tube system that was installed many years prior to the current project;
the clay burrito began to fail in certain areas, hence, the proposed replacement project.) This meant that the first
200’ tube and apron had to be placed and filled in an ‘S’ shape. This required that the tube be filled with some
pretty severe bends in place, thereby further stressing the seams of the tube. The first tube was filled very slowly, so
as not to overstress the seams while filling to planned height. It was this first tube that we discovered the difficulties
associated with filling a tube with an impermeable surface to a planned, level grade.

S Curve
Starting and Finishing Any Given Tube Within 24 Hours
The original specifications identified that any tube on which the filling process had started must be completed before
pumping ceased, and that no tube that was in the process of being filled was left for any period beyond 2 hours.
This became more than just a formidable challenge when it became clear that the required poly urea coating formed
an impermeable layer on the entire top half of the tube, thereby eliminating the tube’s ability to release water from
approximately 50% of its surface area. The challenge was that if a tube is pumped with ~1,000 gpm, and only
approximately 750 gallons are allowed to discharge within the same timeframe, continuing to fill the tubes in an

uninterrupted fashion would result in overstressing of the seams, and likely failure of the tube. This concern,
combined with the fact that the normal tube filling process is a cyclical one, i.e. fill, decant, fill, etc., and combined
with the fact that the poly urea coating eliminated flow at the ends of the tubes, caused us to approach the USACE
and discuss with them the possibility of keeping multiple tubes on line at a given time. We demonstrated to them
that we were able to ‘re-liquidize’ a tube that had been partially filled, allowed to decant, then settle, and achieve
design height without danger to the tube.
Temporary Population Swell
Grand Isle is a sparsely populated region of the state, with roughly 1,600 permanent residents; however, in the
summer, the population swells to over 20,000. As the preferred fishing destination in the state, the draw culminates
over a four day weekend known as the Tarpon Rodeo, when anglers from all over the world converge on the small
island for a fishing tournament. The island’s small permanent population swells to more than 10 times its normal
level, and most, if not all, of the visitors find their way to the beach. This made the construction quite challenging as
the wandering public’s curiosity got the best of most of them, and miles of construction fence had to be deployed.
Even with the snow fencing, late night ‘fishermen’ found a way to explore all areas of the construction site. All
crew members continued to focus even further on the safety aspects of the job, and took extra time to watch for
pedestrians, etc.
Excessive Debris
Perhaps the single largest challenge of the entire project was encountering, excavating, loading, hauling and
disposing of the excessive amount of debris that was on the beach. The USACE specifications identified, via
addendum, the potential to encounter up to 5% of the existing dune volume in debris, or roughly 8,250 cubic yards,
that would need to be removed and disposed of. By the end of the original contractual scope of work, IAI
encountered, excavated, removed and disposed of 105,000 cubic yards of foreign material that was unsuitable for
tube fill or beach renourishment. Since local ordinances prohibited the removal of any material from the island, the
challenge of finding enough area to accommodate the excessive volume became a major, distracting event. With the
assistance of some of the local business owners, sufficient area was identified and approved, and the material was
hauled, dumped, spread out and compacted in an effort to raise low-lying areas of the island. The amount of
additional equipment and labor required to move the excessive material became an unexpected project within a
project, and impacted the original project schedule significantly.

Stockpiled Debris

CONTRACT MODIFICATION
The geotextile placing/filling process continued from May 12 through October 10, with the only suspension of
activities occurring during lightning events and the Tarpon Rodeo. As the hurricane season evolved, since our
original contractual commitment was completed, we demobilized from the site. Talks had initiated with the USACE
to address additional work involving the removal and replacement of a section of the original ‘clay burrito’ levee,
but had not reached closure. As Hurricane Ida came ashore in November, the section of work scheduled for removal
and replacement was increased as high winds and violent surf eliminated a larger section of the clay burrito levee.
The Town of Grand Isle had to act quickly in hauling back some of the debris that we hauled off the site to fill in the
breach in the levee, and protect the shoreline until the geotextiles could be replaced. By late December, Weeks
Marine completed pumping sand to that portion of the beach, and we mobilized labor and equipment back to the
site. By December 27, we resumed the placement of geotextile scour aprons and Geotube containers to replace the
section of the levee that washed out. The additional scope items included excavating, loading and hauling out the
existing geotextile and debris, and placement of another 1,750 lineal feet of scour apron and tube from station 26+50
to 11+00.

TECHNOLOGIES
Several cutting-edge technologies were employed as part of the design and installation of the Grand Isle project.
Some of these technologies had been used on smaller scale projects or special applications, but none had been
included in a project the magnitude of Grand Isle.
Poly Urea Coating
The poly urea coating on the geotextile tubes, was intended to increase longevity of the geotextiles by adding an
armor-like protective coating. The specifications required that the protective coating be applied at an average 30 mil
thickness in the confines of a controlled environment within a manufacturing facility. Application of the coating in
the field was prohibited. Upon completion of the coating application, samples of the coated geotextiles were
collected, sent to labs for analysis, and approved prior to installation of any given shipment of materials. The
completed geotextiles were allowed to cure before being rolled and packaged for shipment to the site. While the
poly urea coating enhanced the longevity of the Geotube system by providing an armor-like coating, it also
prevented the tubes from dewatering as designed since the top 50% of the tube became impermeable and could not
release water. In addition, with 50% of the tubes’ dewatering capabilities suspended, the normal fill rate had to be
slowed significantly, thereby increasing the time of deployment and filling. In the long run, the USACE design
required that the tubes be covered with roughly 3’ of a sand cover, providing additional protection for the
geotextiles. In the event that inclement weather should wash the sand covering away, the poly urea coated Geotube
containers will likely only be exposed for limited amounts of time, until they can be recovered, thereby allowing the
poly urea coating to demonstrate its true worth.

Poly Urea Coated Tube

Flat End Tubes
A second technology that was employed was the use of Ten Cate’s patent pending flat end tubes. When placing
tubes side by side and stacking to multiple levels, the style in which the ends of the tubes are sewn is a bit less
crucial. However, when placing tubes end-to-end over a six mile stretch designed to hold back the swelling seas, the
style in which the tubes are matched together is quite a different issue. Through the use of the Ten Cate’s flat end
tubes, and some simple construction devices designed to work specifically with the flat end tubes, i.e. a-frames, we
were able to not only create nearly seamless joints between the tubes, but almost consistently maintain an even grade
from tube to tube. The technology also allowed us to leave gaps between consecutive tubes for beach access and the
like, and come back at a later date with customized length tubes and fit them in between the other tubes snuggly.
A-Frames
The A-frames involved a simple, tubular steel fabrication with two sets of legs, and a beam between them that
spanned the width of the scour apron (the shape resembling an upper case “A”). They were placed where the seam
between two tubes occurred. The ends of the unfilled tubes were tied to and supported by the cross beam to allow
for maximum tube-end dewatering capabilities, and also allow the slurry material to form to the end of the tube as
designed. There was a noticeable difference in the shape of the tube end, and they particularly enhanced the ability
of the tube to reach design height.

A-Frame Suspending Flat End Tube

PROJECT SPECIFICS
USACE Project Title:

Rehabilitation of Hurricane Ike and Hurricane Gustav
Damage, Jefferson Parrish, LA Station 0+00 to
386+10 along Grand Isle Beach

USACE Contract Number:

W912P8-09-C-0038

USACE Engineer’s Estimate (Project Value):

$50,000,000

Weeks Marine Contract Value (Winning Bid):

$25,725,875

IAI Contract Value:

$4,312,226

IAI Cost to Complete Contract*:

$7,586,892

Volume of Sand Pumped to Rehabilitate Beach:

1,100,000 cyds

Volume of Sand Pumped to Fill Geotextiles:

90,000 cyds

Total Length of Geotextiles Installed:

31,850 lft

Total Volume of Debris Encountered:

105,000 cyds

Time Required to Complete Geotextiles:

180 days

Equipment Required:

6 – Excavators

5 - Slurry Pumps (2 – 8”, 3 – 4”)

6 - Bull Dozers

3 - Makeup Water Pumps (2 – 12”, 1 – 8”)

2 - Power Screens

2 - 200 kW Generators

4 - Off Road Dump Trucks

3 – All Terrain Vehicles (crew transport)

2,850 lft HDPE Pipe

*Included additional fees for debris removal, sub grade undercutting of unsuitable material, poly urea coating of
filler tubes, removal of cross walks over proposed tubes, and removal/replacement of existing clay burrito that
was damaged by Hurricane Ida (Nov. 2009).
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